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KNOW YOUR WHY

What drives you to get back on your feet, when you’ve been knocked down over 
and over and have nothing left to give?



KNOW YOUR WHY

The reason that I coach and continue to do so is because I want to be a positive 
influence in a young persons life. I want to provide them with the inspiration 

they need to reach heights that they previously thought was impossible. 

I want to help young boys become strong, confident men and I want to help 
young women become strong, independent women with high self-esteem. 



ROOTS NOT FRUITS

The gardener doesn’t make the plant grow. The job of the gardener is to 
create the optimal conditions for growth.



ROOTS NOT FRUITS
1. 70% of children quit sports by age 13

2. Kids who play multiple sports may choose to specialise in one sport

3. Kids who get past 14 years of age may not be playing with the intention of competing at a 
high level; rather they may continue playing to stay active or be with their friends

4. Players who get to compete at a high level at ages 18 or 19 may not make it to the next level 
(university, academy or professional programs)

5. Instead, they may choose to focus on their studies, their personal lives or join the workforce

What impactt have you made in the lives of those who have stopped along the way?



MAKING AN IMPACTT
1. I - Intelligence

2. M - Mental

3. P - Psychological

4. A - Athletic

5. C - Communication

6. T - Technical

7. T - Tactical



PERSONAL VALUES

Your values are just like 
fingerprints. Nobody has the 
same and you don’t always see 
them, but you leave them all 
over everything you do. 



PERSONAL VALUES
1. Growth Mindset
◦ Continuous Learning
◦ Self-Improvement
◦ Personal Development

2. Contribution
◦ Giving Back
◦ Servitude
◦ Generousity

3. Toughness
◦ Being Disciplined
◦ Perseverance
◦ Overcoming Adversity

4. Integrity
◦ Being Ethical
◦ Honesty
◦ Doing The Right Thing



LOVE OF THE GAME

Kids don’t need to be motivated to play video games; in fact they will often go 
above and beyond to seek out opportunities to play



LOVE OF THE GAME
Why do Kids Love Video Games?

o Autonomy and freedom of control  of choice

o Competence – ability to master, progress and 
seek achievements (beat high scores)

o Playing with friends online (sense of belonging)

o Instant Dopamine hits which link to desire to 
repeat behaviour

o Ability to adjust levels as needs be (autonomy)

o Safe environment, no coaching interruption, no 
standing in lines, no one yelling at them from the 
side-lines.

Learning from Video Games
o Hook them and then keep them

o Have Games in practice and little standing 
around

o Allow children to experiment and fail without 
fear of criticism

o Encourage some level of autonomy of choice –
what games, jerseys, place to eat etc.

o Evaluate and show each child the progress they 
are making (when possible)

o Create a safe practice environment where they 
are constantly playing and engaged.



LOVE OF THE GAME
Video Games puts the needs, values and priorities of the child at the center of the experience. 
Kids have fun, they are with their friends, they are active and engaged throughout. It is their 

experience. 

How can we learn from video games and translate this into sports coaching?

the more that kids enjoy themselves, the more they’ll play; the more they play, the 
better they’ll play, the better they play, the harder they will work



LONG TERM DEVELOPMENT

Chinese Bamboo – No growth in the first 4 years; then 80+ feet in 5 weeks



LONG TERM DEVELOPMENT
Ø Develop and implement a long term athlete 
development plan

Ø Reach out to your National Governing Body 
for assistance with this

Ø Align your club and coaches so that you are 
all building on each others work

Ø It’s not just a box ticking exercise, rather 
ensure it is dynamic and adjust as necessary.



PARENT MEETINGS

A lack of communication breeds assumptions of what the other person is thinking 
or feeling; and assumptions are, more often than not, incorrect.



PARENT MEETINGS
1. Parent meeting at the start of the season

◦ Identify Goals, Visions, Philosophy, Practice 
plans, team schedule, method of 
communication

2. Regular Updates Throughout the Season

◦ Change in practice time, game schedule, 
venue or any other details

3. Mid-Season Update

◦ Progress reports for kids development, 
behaviours, feedback etc. 

4. Do you need help?

◦ Team Managers, Buffet, Logistics, Apparel, 
Scorers Table, Attendance at Practice

5. Communicate about school, other sports 
and personal life if necessary

◦ Establish an open dialogue about players 
playing other sports and their schedule, or if 
they’re struggling with school and unable to 
continue practicing or any other issues that 
may be going on. 

You both want the best of the player!!



TEAM MEETINGS



TEAM MEETINGS
Crucial Part of the process

1. Introduction of Coaching Staff

2. Practice Logistics
◦ Contact Info, Times, Venues, Practice Code
◦ Consequences (if applicable)

3. Discuss Core Values
◦ Player Led if Possible (U14+)

4. Team Standards

5. Coaching Expectations 
◦ Playing time (if applicable)

6. Roster Management 
◦ How many kit out? Play? Rotations?

7. Communication Policy
◦ How to communicate/best times

8. Team Events
◦ Games, Dinners, Community Service
◦ Dress Code (if applicable)

9. Travel Details

10. Playing Philosophy

11. Playing Identity

12. Roles



PRACTICE PLANNING

Without clear objectives and a plan to reach them, you are like a ship lost at sea with no 
destination



PRACTICE PLANNING
1. Pre practice Thoughts
2. Mind Candy
3. Points of Emphasis
4. Power of Terms
5. Identity – Daily Drills
6. IMPACTT Situations
7. Quick Sets – Embrace Silence
8. Progressions/Regressions
9. Teams
10. Post practice Thoughts



TWEETS VS SELF-GUIDED
Coaching in Tweets allows you to keep the 
game moving, so you don’t stop it every time 
something goes wrong. 

Players get to spend more time playing, 
making decisions, learning from their 
feedback, competing and having fun.

It also allows them opportunities to lead, as 
you are not interrupting them every second. 

Asking questions and guiding players to a possible 
solution allows players a deeper understanding of 
concepts and principles of play. 

It takes time, however its effects usually last longer. 

Can be done by subbing players out or at the end of a 
game, during a Review or Feedback segment



EMPOWERING PLAYERS
1. Allow them to choose a drill/game

2. Offer Opportunity for them to lead/coach

3. Offer Opportunity for them to provide 
feedback

4. Allow them to offer suggestions to improve 
or develop practice or team standards

5. Input on team t-shirts design

However, before all that, we need to provide a 
safe environment where they are comfortable 

connecting and being vulnerable



MANAGING SUCCESS

Goldilocks and the Three Bears tells the story of a young girl who discovers a 
middle ground between two ends of a spectrum.



REFLECTION

Without reflection, we go blindly on our way, creating more unintended 
consequences and never truly learning from the experience



SELF-AWARENESS
COACHES

1. Ask for feedback
2. Keep a Journal
3. Write Down Your Goals, Philosophies & 

Priorities
4. Meditate or Intentionally Reflect

5. Question Your Decisions/Actions
6. Recognise Your Strengths & Weaknesses
7. Cold/Hot Review – Practice/Games

PLAYERS

1. Quick Review at the end of practice
2. Post Game Match Reviews
3. Allow Players to Game Plan
4. Use Questions to Guide Players

5. Encourage them to seek feedback from 
others 

6. Encourage them to think critically



ENHANCING PERFORMANCE

In any racing engine, the nearer you are to it disintegrating, the better its 
performance will be. 



ENHANCING PERFORMANCE
1. Engine Temperature (Composure)

2. Tachometer (Motivation Levels)

3. Speedometer (Confidence)

4. Fuel Gauge (Body Fuel)

Assess your players when they come into the 
gym

Observe them as they warm-up and also in the 
locker room pre game. 

Do you need to give someone a boost of 
confidence? Or manage their composure? Or 
give them some motivation? Perhaps they just 
need more fuel



CLOSING THOUGHTS

When you permit habits, you promote them; 
When you allow behaviours, you encourage them; 

When you condone actions, you own them; 
When you tolerate average, you deserve average! 

cc @goldmedalmind

https://twitter.com/goldmedalmind


QUESTIONS
CONTACT INFORMATION:

Nabil Murad

Youth Development Coach

Gmunden Swans, Austria

Instagram/Twitter: @nabeelrend @rendsports

nabil.murad@basketswans.at

rendsportsacademy@gmail.com

+43 664 2300 933 | +353 89 492 9977

Sometimes, questions are more 
important than the answers you 

receive

www.rendsportsacademy.com

https://twitter.com/nabeelrend
https://www.instagram.com/rendsports/
mailto:nabil.murad@basketswans.at
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommended Readings: 

The Essential Wooden – John Wooden

Atomic Habits – James Clear

The Culture Code – Daniel Coyle

Raise Your Game – Alan Stein

Legacy – James Kerr

The Energy Bus – Jon Gordon

Training Camp – Jon Gordon

Power of Positive Team – Jon Gordon

Every Moment Matters – John O’Sullivan

21st Century Basketball Practice – Brian McCormick

Fake Fundamentals – Brian McCormick

Recommended Follows on Twitter

Mike McKay –@MackaymjMichael

Mark Bennett - @PDScoach

Sefu Bernard - @SefuBernard @theLLaBB

Alex Sarama - @AlexJSarama

Ashley Cookson - @coachcookson

Brian McCormick - @brianmccormick

Chris Oliver - @BBallImmersion

JP Nerbun - @JpNerbun

Brian Kight - @TBrianKight

Puff Summers - @WhyNotMeHoops

https://twitter.com/MackaymjMichael
https://twitter.com/PDScoach
https://twitter.com/SefuBernard
https://twitter.com/theLLaBB
https://twitter.com/AlexJSarama
https://twitter.com/coachcookson
https://twitter.com/brianmccormick
https://twitter.com/BBallImmersion
https://twitter.com/JpNerbun
https://twitter.com/TBrianKight
https://twitter.com/WhyNotMeHoops

